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Company profile MSZ CSP

MSZ corporate services provider 
is  Dubai based corporate service 
provider having  more than 
a decade experience in Business 
setup and corporate PRO services.

about msz

MSZ helps foreign Companies
to expand their Business
across the UAE.

Company formation mainland Dubai / Abu Dhabi 
(All types of Legal Entities)

Free zone company formation

Offshore setup

Translation and  legalization services

Corporate PRO services

Bank account

Product registration
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MSZ Corporate Services Provider can assist you 
to incorporate your Business / Branch 
Office or Representative office in UAE and also 
provide you complete assistance on 
Corporate PRO services to liaise with 
Government authorities for the Documentation, 
Translation, submission of your application, and 
getting the necessary approvals.

Our dedicated PRO Department consists of 
experts from various Nationalities including U.A.E 
Locals can process important, urgent or 
confidential Government and non-Government 
documents quickly and efficiently. 

Our team is equipped with complete 
understanding of U.A.E Laws and Legal Protocols. 
Our in-house document processing teams ensure 
the security & confidentiality of your documents.

company overview

Therefore, our years’ of 
experience in business 
formation in Dubai and 
business setup in the 
whole UAE will
assuredly make this 
journey of setting up 
your business or
company in UAE 
completely hassle-free!
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MSZ Corporate Services Provider mission is to empower people and 
businesses alike through the provision of optimally tailored solutions for 
their business excellence needs. 

mission & vision

MSZ Corporate
Services Provider vision 
is to become one of the 
most trusted business 
consultancy enterprises 
in the UAE specifically 
and the Middle East and 
North Africa (MENA) 
Region potentially. 
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mainland setup
The first step in this process is selecting the 
type of business/commercial activity that you 
want to do. Business types are 
mainly categorized into:

We are a leading corporate services provider in Dubai. We help both national 
and international clients to set up their company in UAE mainland with years of 
knowledge in the industry, Our consultants are well versed with commercial law 
of UAE and can help and advise you with every aspect of company formation.

MSZ corporate service provider can assist you 
to setup your business in all the 
UAE mainland’s

Commercial (trading)
Professional (services)
 Industrial (manufacturing)
Tourism

Abu Dhabi
Dubai
Sharjah
Ajman
Umm Al Quwain
Fujairah
Ras Al Khaimah

Greater scope for business activities
Ability to trade with other mainland companies
Affordable way of doing business
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freezone setup
Following types of 
business licenses can be 
obtained by applicants in 
the UAE free zones:

MSZ corporate services
provider can assist you to 
setup your business in all 
the UAE Freezone’s

General Trading License
Trading/Commercial License
Service License
Industrial License
Warehousing License
Manufacturing License

Abu Dhabi
Dubai
Sharjah
Ajman
Umm Al Quwain
Fujairah
Ras Al Khaimah

Free zone business allows 
100% ownership. 

100% exemption of import 
and export duties.

Free zone company 
formation is quicker. 

Liberal labor laws and easy 
recruitment procedures.

Freedom to repatriate 
capital and profits.

With MSZ corporate services 

provider, you have a partner who 

can direct you through complicated 

procedures. So you can focus on 

your core business. We will deal 

with setting up your business. With 

our expertise, we can assist you in 

building your company and creating 

a corporate structure that revolves 

around your business thought as 

well as in making a strong corporate 

strategy that will give details 

concerning your company.
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offshore setup
Having an offshore company can also help you save money. Offshore companies typically 

pay lower taxes than those that are incorporated within their home countries. 

OFFSHORE COMPANY formation is the process in which the company 
 operated or managed outside of the country in which it is registered or outside of the country in which 
owners and shareholders have residence.

MSZ corporate services provider can assist you to setup 
your offshore business in.

AJMAN
JAFZA
RAK 
BVI, seyshelles, mauritius and other offshore internationally.

If you want to register your company in UAE, remember that it requires a detailed verification of documents and 

preparation of documents. So, if you are interested in setting up an offshore company in UAE, you should take 

help from the business advisors who can help you to save time and reduce costs of offshore company 

registration considerably. We MSZ Corporate Services Provider help in offshore company formation in UAE 

and internationally.
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trademark
registration
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY is an integral part of every individual’s work. 

Every creation that is the outcome of one’s intellect can be protected from 

being stolen through the enforcement of the Intellectual Property Rights.

MSZ Corporate Services Provider Provides Intellectual Property, Trademarks,  Copyrights, Patents & 

Design registration Services.

Trademark being the identity of a business or corporate entity is a valuable asset. MSZ provides 

guidance and professional advice for safeguarding the trademark of our clients and acquainting them 

with their rights, privileges and obligations emerging out from the ownership of the trademark.

 We also offer services such as brand name selection, clearance search, mottos, symbols and 

packaging. We are efficient with the procedures for registering of trademarks with the relevant 

authorities within the UAE & GCC countries to enforcement of one’s trademark in the court of law. 
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We provide expert support in registration of food, health supplements, cosmetics and personal care products in UAE 

by assisting in gathering the required documents to register the company with Dubai Municipality, Full Label/artwork 

reviews and validation to ensure compliance with the regulations and standards, filling application correctly to fasten 

the process of registration and following up on the registration until it is approved.

product registration
The Dubai Government regulates the manufacture, sale and importation of products by 

requiring that all products to be registered prior to placing in Dubai market; as well by 

requiring the individuals running the activities related to the product to be licensed in 

Dubai. Since consumer safety is the primary principle of product registration, its 

process allows the CPSS to gather adequate information to assess the safety of products, 

it also restricts the trade of fake and harmful products. It is necessary to emphasize that 

no product shall be manufactured, imported, exported, advertised, sold or distributed 

in Dubai unless it has been registered in accordance with DM regulation.

Below are the categories for Product Registration.

Food 
Cosmetics/personal care products
Health supplements
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document attestation
internationally
MSZ Corporate Services Provider will be able to provide legalization and 

attestation services in UAE and internationally. 

The following other documents we can get attested from Ministry of foreign 
affairs UAE and international embassies which are as follows.

Marriage Certificates
Birth Certificates
Educational Certificates
Medical Reports
Commercial Documents
Wills and Affidavits
Power of Attorney
All Other Documents and Certificates
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